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McFariand/Dworsky

From-" Nichols, Andrew (MPCA) [mailto:andrew.nichols@state.mn.u~;1
Sent-" Wednesday, Narch 27,.2013 9:10 AM
To~ Sullyjb@aol.com
Cc~ LeeAnn Thomas; Timm, Allan (MPCA)
Subject: Dworsky Barrel questions (SR386/VP7570)

Dear Barb,

In response to your questions about the barrels formerly stored and processed at the Dworsky Barrel site, I have
attached quotes below from documents available on the Shoreham Repository site (.www.shorehamrepository.com).

From the 1998 Preliminary Assessment:

Steel drums used in transporting and storing industrial materials were
to the Site and stored prior to reconditioning. The reconditioning pr(
involved placing drums on a drag conveyor in an inverted position and n
the~ through a reclaiming furnace. The 140D degrees Fahrenheit rec]ai~
furnace caused the exterior coatings of the drums to burn and peel off
residual materials inside of the drums burned and melted. Typical mat~
be burned from open-top drums include asphalt compounds, sealants, pai~
lacquers, r~sins, plastics, grease~and solvents. These materials when
incinerated generally produce an ash high in metal content. The ash g~
on Site was allegedly placed in a quenching pond, allowed to dry and
subsequently transported to a landfill. At present, the Site soils ma~
contaminated via the quenching pond and potentially from spills of drub
hazardous materials prior to the reconditioning pro~ess.

From the December 2005 CP Newsletter to the community:
By 1956, the lease area was assigned to the Dworsky Barrel Company, which operated a barrel/drum reconditioning
facility there. Both companies had their process areas in the same location. Dworsky Barrel Company operated on the
lease property until about 1978 and stored drums there until 1990 when their lease was cancelled.

From the Minnesota Department of Health Risk Assessment dated 10/17/2011:
This public health assessment focuses on the MF&D site where thousands of barrels were reconditioned
between 1956 and 1978. The MF&D facility operated an incinerator to burn barrel contents and exterior paint
on each barrel in order to prepare them for reuse. The incinerator did not have known emission controls. The
operating conditions of the incinerator, what type waste and the volume of waste incinerated are not known.

Regards,



Andrew Nichols
Proiect Leader
Site Remediation and Redevelopment Section


